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Cooling rate histories from garnet + biotite equilibrium
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Ansrucr

Dodson's (1986) solution of the temperature-dependent difrrsion equation may be used
to determine cooling histories from geothermometrically inferred closure temperatures. If
a mineral pair such as garnet + biotite equilibrated at the start of cooling and continued
to equilibrate during cooling, then such closure temperatures, 7., ate a strong function of
grain size and cooling rate (s). Thus garnet grains ofdifferent sizes that equilibrated with
biotite within one rock or thin section will close at different temperatures and thus should
record different stages of the thermat history. The application of Dodson's equation in the
deduction ofthermal histories is straightforward ifthe position ofthe cut through a garnet
grain is known. Unfortunately, the position of the section is normally unknown. However,
with the use of a single garnet grain cut at an unknown position, an apparent closure
temperature can be determined from an exchange geothermometer, and an apparent cool-
ing rate can be calculated from the observed radius. From this apparent closure temper-
ature and apparent cooling rate, a family of solutions of possible actual closure tempera-
tures and cooling rates can be calculated for a family of assumed actual grain radii. This
family of solutions forms a locus on a ln s vs. I" diagram. With many analyses of garnet
grain centers in one thin section, garnets of a particular size that give higher closure
temperatures normally are cut closer to their centers. Using this practice, the cooling
history of a rock may be determined. This approach was tested with a Monte Carlo
simulation. The calculated cooling histories provide potentially important constraints on
the tectonic evolution of metamorphic terrains.
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Dodson (1973, 1986) derived an analytical solution for
the diffusion equation with a temperature-dependent dif-
fusion coefficient for the following assumptions: (l) At
the start of cooling, the minerals are in equilibrium, i.e.,
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TlaLE 1. Notation

ln K6

Fig. l. The ln K" vs. 7. diag;ram illusrraring the meaning of
closure temperature (see also Spear and Peacock, I 989). The line
defined by the geothermometer equation is indicated. At the
peak temperature, 70, a mineral pair at equilibrium sits on the
geothermometer line. As temperature decreases during cooling,
the mineral pair moves down the geothermometer line as dif-
fusion ensures the maintenance of equilibrium. Eventually, as
di{ftrsion slows with the decrease of temperature, at some tem-
perature, 7, departure from the line starts. Then at some lower
temperature, Z, the minerals cease to change composition and
In K" no longer changes. The closure temperature, 7", is the
temperature given by the intersection of a line at rhe final ln Ko
with the geothermometer line. Although this temperature does
not correspond to any event in the cooling history ofthe mineral
pair, it does lie between T' and 7".

the initial concentrations of the minerals are homoge-
neous. (2) The modal abundance of the faster diffusing
mineral is very large, such that the concentration of the
faster diffi,rsing mineral does not change composition dur-
ing reequilibration during cooling. (3) Diffusion is inde-
pendent of concentration and the concentration of the
diffusing species is small. (4) The closure temperature is
sufficiently lower than the initial temperature, so that the
closure temperature does not depend on these initial con-
ditions. (5) Diffusion in one mineral is much faster than
in the other, such that the closure temperature depends
only on the diffusion properties of the slower diffusing
phase. (6) Cooling histories change uniformly in recip-
rocal temperature with the time during closure.

Dodson's equation gives the closure temperature, f(x),
as a function of the position, x, in the slower diffusing
phase (with x : 0 referring to the center ofthe grain and
x: I the rim):
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preexponential diffusion coefficient of the slower diflusing
phase

difiusion coefiicient of the faster diffusing phase
diffusion coefficient of the slower diffusing phase
closure as a function of position in the grain, x
closure as a function of section position, y
equilibrium constant
actual grain radius
apparent grain radius
actual grain radius of the faster diffusing phase
actual grain radius of the slower diffusing phase
activation energy of the slower diffusing phase
gas constant
cooling rate
cooling rate calculated as a function of y
time
time at 4
initial temperature
closure temperature as a function of position in a grain x
closure temperature as a function of section position y
mole fraction of Mg in garnet [Mg/(Mg + FeI,
mole fraction of Mg in biotite [Mg/(Mg + Fe)]d
position in a grain (0 : center, 1 : edge)
section position in a grain (0: center, 1 : edge)

The notation is outlined in Table l. Ehlers and Powell (1994)
examined the applicability of Dodson's equation to cation
exchange during cooling in the one-dimensional case in-
volving a faster and a slower diffusing gain in which the
interdiffirsion coemcient is not a function of composition.
They showed that Equation I (l) applies to interdiffirsion
between minerals of finite grain size; (2) applies when the
concentrations ofdiffusing components are not small; if this
effect in combination with the last is large, then an addi-
tional term is needed to account for the deviation from
Dodson's equation; (3) gives closure temperatures that are
independent of initial temperature, To,lf T"/To < 0.95, and
that are solely dependent on the slower diftrsing phase if
Dtu",/Ddo* > 50; (4) is applicable to a range of cooling his-
tories, not just those that are linear in reciprocal temperature
(see also I-overa et al., 1989).

In applying Dodson's equation to garnet + biotite
equilibrium, and with respect to the above, Equation I
was used here in its spherical form [affecting only G(x)],
so that the garnet grains were considered to be spheres
and surrounded by biotite. In addition, the combined grain
size and concentration constraints of Ehlers and Powell
were assumed to apply in the three-D case, with grain
size becoming a volume constraint (unpublished work).
The modal proportion of biotite should be at least 1.5
times that of the garnet if the garnet is completely sur-
rounded by biotite (as it is taken to be in the simulations
below). If the garnet is not completely surrounded by bi-
otite, the situation is more complicated (see below).

The form of the dependence of closure temperature,
f(x), on the position in the slower diffusing phase, x, as
given by Equation I is illustrated in Figure 2. The curve
displays the closure temperature dependence on position
of a grain cut through its center. However, in thin section
the position ofthe grain section with respect to its center
is unknown. Observation yields an apparent grain radius,
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Fig. 2. The calculated closure temperature ?l(x) as a func-
tion ofposition in the slower diffusing phase for a grain ofradius
/: 0.05 cm cut through its center (all diagrams calculated for s
: l0 K/m.y., Do : 9.81 x l0-e m'?ls and, Q: 239 U/mol). This
curve is the closure temperature equivalent ofthe closure profile
ofDodson (1986).

l', at an unknown distance from the grain center, y (y :

0 refers to a grain cut through its center, /: I to a cut
through the edge). One apparent grain radius, l', may
correspond to any actual grain radius, /, larger than
/', depending on y, from the equation of a circle / :

t,/\/T--.
Closure temperatures calculated from the centers of

grains of unknown y are denoted fi(y). With observed /'
and the assumption that y : 0 so that / : /', Equation I
can be written

o . lp" Rr:(ot,l
Rr(0) "'u" Qs I "'"' '

For arbitrary y, so that I -- f ry+ - 7, Equation I can
be written
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Fig. 3. (a) The closure temperarure profiles of three garnet
grains (A, B, C), with actual radii of 0.05,0.10, and 0.15 cm,
respectively. The closure temperatures for grains cut to have a
radius of 0.05 cm are marked with solid circles. Note that the
apparent closure temperatures decrease from A to C: gtains cut
closer to their centers having a particular apparent size give high-
er closure temperatures. (b) The same closure temperatures, 4(x),
in terms of x (solid lines), with the locus of the closure temper-
atures, Zi(y), for rhe particular apparent grain radius of0.05 cm
shown in terms of y (dashed line). Along the dashed line, the
actual grain radius varies according to / : 0.05/Vt - y'. See
Fig.2.

they are cut nearer their centers. This feature is used to
determine the cooling path for rocks.

Esrnvr.LrrNc cooLrNG RATEs

In contrast to many of the isotopic applications for
which Dodson derived Equation l, in the case of cation
exchange, an independent estimate of the closure tem-
perature is available. This is always true when the diffu-
sion is driven by the temperature dependence ofan equi-
librium at the interface between the slower diftrsing phase
and the faster diffusing phase surounding it. When Fe-
Mg exchange between slower diffusing garnet and faster
diffusing biotite is considered, the closure temperature is
estimated with the garnet-biotite thermometer. The clo-
sure relationships are reflected in the Fe-Mg zoning of the
garnet produced as it attempts to equilibrate with the
surrounding biotite during cooling. In relation to Figure
2, such a closure profile would be obtained by applying
the thermometer to the composition of the garnet at each

BIOTITE EQUILIBRIUM
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The relationship between Z"(r), as given by Equation l,
and T'.(y), as given by Equation 3, is illustrated in Figure
3 for three grains ofdifferent grain size that have reequi-
librated during cooling at s : l0 K/m.y. Figure 3a shows
the dependence of the closure temperature f(x) on po-
sition in the grain for the three grains. In Figure 3b, the
solid curves and circles correspond to those in Figure 3a
but are plotted against x. The dashed curve, connecting
the solid circles, gives Zi(y) as a function ofy for the one
apparent grain size of /' : 0.05 cm. This shows that grains
of a particular radius give higher closure temperatures if
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Fig. 4. Closure temperature and cooling rate relationships
corresponding to an independent estimate of920 K for the clo-
sure temperature at the center of an observed slower diffusing
grain of radius / : 0.05 cm (parameters as in Fig. 2, with I :
0.0756 cm and y :0.75). The closure temperature (a) and cool-
ing rate (b) are shown as functions of y. Solid circles mark the
closure temperatures from the observed grain centers. Gray
circles correspond to the closure temperature of the actual
graln center.

position in the zoning profile with the biotite surrounding
the garnet.

With an independent estimate of closure temperatllre from
the Fe-Mg garnet-biotite thermometer, Dodson's equation
can be used directly to estimate cooling rates if the cooling
rate does not change during closure and ifthe position in
the grain, x, is known. Then rearranging Equation I gives

D^RT^(x\, I  O - 
- l

': i 
-i=exnf-a7.1xy: + G(x)1. (4)

Note that because closure temperature, f(x), occurs in
the exponential term, a small error in 7".(x), and there-
fore in x, leads to a large error in s (for example, an error
in ?". of 50 "C yields an error of approximately I log unit
in s). It is important to realize that the cooling rate cal-
culated from Equation 4 is the cooling rate at the closure
temperature. Therefore, in principle, the variation of
cooling rate over a range ofclosure temperatures can be
calculated. The primary control is grain size: the centers
of large garnet grains close at higher temperatures than
the centers of smaller grains. Consequently, changes of
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the cooling rate with temperature may be recorded in the
minerals for a significant part of the cooling history.

Given that x (or alternatively y) is generally not known,
Equation 4 is not apraatical equation in cooling rate es-
timation. However, Equation 3 produces

D n . .  - , R T t ( i ' I  g .
s(y\: fi(t 

- y')--i'expl-R*O)-_=- + G(/)l
(5)

where cooling rate is dependent on the position of sec-
tion, s(y). For a grain cut through its center, y : 0, the
geothermometric Z is Zi(O), and Equation 5 gives s(0)
directly. However, if y assumes an arbitrary value, then
the geothermometric Z must be adjusted to find the value
corresponding to the actual center ofthe grain. This ad-
justment depends on the cooling rate, so the resulting
application of Equation 5 is iterative. For example, con-
sider a garnet grain with radius I : 0.07 56 that cooled at
s : l0 K/m.y., whose actual center gives a closure tem-
perature of 955 K (Fig. a). The garnet is cut at y:0.75,
giving an apparent radius of / : 0.05 cm. A geologist
observing this garnet measures /' : 0.05 cm and from the
center ofthe observed grain calculates a closure temper-
ature of 920 K from the geothermometer and a cooling
rate of 6.7 Wm.y. from Equation 5. The calculation of
the cooling rate is done by assuming that the observed
grain is cut through its center, so that y : 0 and this
cooling rate is s(0). Analogously, the closure temperature
is Zi(0). These assumptions give the solid circles in Figure
4a and 4b. However, ifthe garnet is not cut through its
center, / > 0 and the corresponding 7-'.O) and s(y) are
larger than Zi(O) and s(0), respectively. With increasing
y from 0, / increases bV I : l'/r/I - Lt, such that Zi$)
and s(y) can be calculated iteratively by means of Equation
5, Sving the curves in Figure 4. Such curves may be rep-
resented as a locus along which y varies (Fig. 5). The curves
must pass through the conditions used to set up the illus-
tration (gray circles in Figs. 4, 5). It is important to note
that the apparent closure temperature Zi(0), and cooling
rate, s(0), always define the low temperature and low cooling
rate end of the locus. Consequently, the actual closure tem-
perature and cooling rate can only be higher than the ap-
parent values because in the limiting case the apparent g;rain
center corresponds to the actual center.

In examining a locus (e.g., Fig. 5), there is no a priori
method of identifying the actual closure temperature and
cooling rate, which may lie anywhere on its locus. How-
ever, if many garnet-biotite pairs are analyzed from one
rock or outcrop, it is usually possible to identify garnets
that are most likely to be cut near their centers by com-
paring closure temperatures with similar observed grain
radii (Fig. 3a). A range of closure temperature at a par-
ticular grain size can be seen on a TiQ) vs. /' plot (Fig.
6a). From the form of Equation 3, grains cut near their
centers should lie on a line of unit slope when Q/RT',(O)
is plotted against 2 ln l/l' , and grains cut away from their
centers should plot below this line, at lower temperatures.
The best grains are those with values lying above a re-
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Fig. 4. The solid and gray circles are as in Fig. 4.

gression line of unit slope (solid circles in Fig. 6b). The
proviso is that this only works if the cooling rate does
not change rapidly during cooling. For rapidly changing
cooling rates, for example E in Figure 7, all grains may
be used to identify such cooling histories (see below).

AppTjcATToN To GARNET + BIOTITE EQUILIBRIA

The closure of Fe-Mg exchange between garnet and bi-
otite is used as an example in the evaluation of deter-
mining cooling rates from geothermometric information.
The closure temperature, Z.(x), can be calculated using
the garnet-biotite geothermometer equation formulated
for iron-magnesium garnet and biotite. The data of Hol-
land and Powell (1990) and the assumption of ideal mix-
ing of Fe and Mg in garnet and biotite give

44.97
r.(x):

0.01456 + 3R ln K"(x)

with the equilibrium constant, K"(x), given by

It - Xt",(x)l Xo,i"A,(r)-ffi,,-r"j
X'r, and Xl;, are the mole fraction of Mg in garnet and
biotite, respectively. The mole fraction of Mg in garnet
is a function of x (or y). However, to fulfill the require-
ment of Equation 1, the mole fraction of Mg in biotite
should not be a function ofx.

In Equation 4, we follow Cygan and Lasaga (1985) in
using the Mg self-diffusion coefficient for garnet for the
Fe-Mg interdiffusion coefficient with Do : 9.81 x l0-'
m2ls and Q: 239 kJ/mol, noting the excellent agreement
between the Mg self-diffusion data used and the Fe-Mg
interdiffusion data of Lasaga et al. (1977). Substituting

750 800 850 900
r;(o) (K)

4'  
3234  363840424446

o/Rr;(o)
Fig. 6. A Monte Carlo simulation of 50 garnet + biotite pairs,

with a prescribed cooling history of s : 10 K/m.y. (a) Relation-
ship of apparent grain size, l', to apparent closure temperature,
r(0). (b) A plot of Q/R7:]Q) vs.2ln l/l'.The grains that lie
above the regression line (solid circles) are the ones that were
cut closest to their centers. Open circles are grains cut away from
their centers.

these diffusion parameters into Equation 4 and trans-
forming s(y) into units of kelvins per million years give

s(y) -- r0.7478

The loci on a TiQ) - ln s(y) diagram may be calculated
iteratively, by means of Equation 5, or generated directly,

(6)

?)' u - v';"*plc1v; - 'tt,,l,r,
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Fig. 7. (a) Four qualitatively different temperature-time histo-
ries chosen for the simulations. For each there are two realistic
end-member situations, fast and slow. Thermal histories of A
and B are linear in 7:: (A) t : to *,/r*(T - 7'J; (B) t : to * t/,o(T
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- eootr). Io is the peak metamorphic temperature at the starting
time, /0, (b) The corresponding temperature-cooling rate histo-
ries are (A) ln s : 200, (B) ln s : 10, (C) s : -0.00017,, (D) s
: -0.00002r'?, G) ln s : 0.037 - 20, (F) ln s : 0.008I - 4,
(G) ln s : -0.03i" + 29, and (H) ln s : -0.017 + 13.5.

using our observation that the slopes ofthe loci have the
following approximate form (Fig. 5):

d ln s(y)

The loci may then be represented by the following equation:

I  b1
ln s(/) : ln s(0) + tT-'"1D - ri(0)11 a + ;-l

L ', .(0)'-l'
(8)

For the diffusion data used here and for spherical geom-
etry [so G(0): 1.964: Dodson 1986, Table2l, values for
a and b are -0.001 l3 and I 1300, respectively. In Equa-
tion 8, it is assumed that the cooling rate remains con-
stant during the closure ofeach grain. Ifthe cooling rate
changes quickly during cooling, the actual locus departs
progressively from the calculated locus as y increases.

Sruurarroxs
To test the efficacy of this approach, a Monte Carlo

study was performed to simulate garnet-biotite closure
relationships for samples involving many garnet grains
with different section positions and for four simplified,
but qualitatively different, thermal histories that may
characterize different tectonic settings (Fig. 7a). For each
thermal history, two T-t histories were chosen that rep-
resent geologically fast and slow cooling histories. The
corresponding temperature-cooling rate histories (Fig. 7b)
were obtained by differentiating the T-t histories.

To generate the data in the simulations, a log-normal
distribution of actual grain radii, l, and a uniform distri-
bution of section positions were assumed. From these
distributions, I and x were calculated randomly. These
data were used to calculate apparent grain radii, /'. The
apparent closure temperatures were calculated with
Equation I, using the prescribed cooling histories (Fig.
7b) and the generated / and x values. The apparent cool-
ing rates were calculated with Equation 4, assuming x :
0, using the apparent grain radii and closure tempera-
tures. The resulting data involve sets of /', TitO,), and s(y)
values that correspond to the form ofa data set typically
obtained from natural samples. Loci were calculated us-
ing Equation 8. The /' and T'.6,) values were used to iden-
tify those grains that are most likely to be cut near their
centers (Fig. 6b). These grains and their loci were indi-
cated on TL@ - ln s(y) diagrams to compare them with
the prescribed cooling histories.

The results of the simulations for eight cooling histories
are shown in Figure 8. Grains that were cut close to their
centers always clustered around the prescribed cooling
history (Fig. 8). For shallow slopes and steep negative
slopes ofcooling rate histories, grains aligned on the pre-
scribed cooling history fig. 8a-8d, 81 8h). For very steep
positive slopes, all grains approximated the prescribed
cooling history. Thus the method appears to work well in
defining a cooling rate history. Simulations strggest that
if many garnets arc analyzed grains may be identified that
define the cooling rate history and that this approach is
valid for the wide range of cooling rate histories tested
(Fig. 7).

Appr,rc,LrroN To RocKs

The results from the simulations are promising and
suggest that this may be a straightforward method of dis-
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tinguishing among qualitatively different cooling rate his-
tories. An outline of a procedure for estimating the cool-
ing rate histories of rocks follows below. Several
complexities associated with the steps in this outline are
briefly discussed following the procedure: (l) Select rocks
with garnet and biotite as the only Fe-Mg minerals. (2)
Find garnets that have retrograde zoning, lack biotite in-
clusions, and are surrounded by sufficient biotite; neither
garnet nor biotite should show evidence ofresorption or
growth. (3) Analyze the centers of the garnet grains and
measure their grain size. (4) Analyze the adjacent biotite
and make sure that the biotite is homogeneous in the area
surrounding the garnet. (5) Calculate the garnet-biotite
Fe-Mg .K" from the mineral analyses. (6) Calculate f:(0)
using Equation 6 and the K" values. (7) Calculate s(0),
assuming y : 0, using Equation 7, the above-calculated
?"i(0), and the measured grain radius. (8) Calculate the
loci using Equation 8, the above-calculated fi(0) and s(0),
and the assumed temperature at the start of cooling; show
them on a TiQ)vs.ln s(y) plot, as in Figure 8. (9) Identify
the best grains, as in Figure 6. (10) Indicate these best
grains on the Tif) vs. ln s(y) plot, their trend giving the
cooling rate history. (l l) Evaluate uncertainties.

In relation to steps I and 4, biotite and garnet must
not have equilibrated with other Fe-Mg phases during
cooling. In relation to step 2, note that larger garnets in
thin section may preserve growth zoning, whereas smaller
garnets equilibrated at, and following, the metamorphic
peak. In relation to steps 2 and 4, sufficient biotite refers
to the region ofhomogeneous biotite composition around
the garnet, with a mode 1.5 times that of garnet, if the
garnet is completely surrounded by biotite and volume
diffusion is the dominant process (see above). If the gar-
net is surrounded by e.g., a biotite + qvafiz * feldspar
matrix, it is less clear what the minimum mode of biotite
should be. Ifgrain boundary diffusion is faster than vol-
ume diffusion through biotite, then the minimum mode
is smaller than for volume diffusion. However, there is
currently insufficient information (cf. Eiler et al., 1992).
In relation to steps 5 and 6, if the garnet or biotite con-
tains elements in addition to Fe and Mg, the K" should
be written in terms of these additional elements. In ad-
dition, corrections in the geothermometer may need to
be included to account for nonideality. However, the ef-
fects of additional components on the relationship be-
tween the closure temperature and the grain size are not
known, and it is difficult to assess the validity of the cor-
rections. It is also possible that the magnitude of correc-
tions on closure temperature due to additional compo-
nents is small compared with the variation in closure
temperature caused by grain size variation. When using
Equation 7, it is assumed that the equilibration between
garnet and biotite is dominated by Fe-Mg interdiffusion
(step 7). Retrograde zoning of Ca or Mn in the garnet
might indicate that this is not a good assumption. In re-
lation to step I I it is important to distinguish between
systematic and random uncertainties (e.g., Powell and
Holland, 1988). The position of a set of loci might not
be well known on a T'.(y) vs. ln s(y) diagram, but on

rKY)

Fig. 8. A Monte Carlo simulation of 30 gamet + biotite pairs,
with radius /, random log-normal from p, : 4.26 and o1: 0.82,
and x random uniform. (a and b) The prescribed cooling history
is linear in s and given by a dashed line; (c and d) simulations
for two thermal histories that are linear in I-r. The prescribed
cooling histories (parts a-d) correspond to the capital letters in
Fig. 7b; solid lines are ln s(y) vs. Zi(y) loci; solid circles identify
grains cut close to their centers; open circles are other grains.
Note that solid circles closely correspond to the prescribed cool-
ing rate history. TiQ) is in kelvins and s(y) in kelvins per million
years. (e-f) A Monte Carlo simulation for two exponential cool-
ing histories, with cooling rates increasing with temperature and
(g-h) with cooling rates that decrease with temperature. In each
case, the prescribed cooling history is given by the dashed line,
with the peak metamorphic temperature at To: 9'73 K.
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varying the parameters involved, the set of loci moves
around on the diagram in a highly systematic way. Sys-
tematic uncertainties derived from the diffusion param-
eters of garnet (Q and Do) and the parameters in the geo-
thermometer equation may shift the set of loci by 2 log
units in ln s(y) and 100 K in ZiQ). However, in general,
the form of the implied cooling rate history is hardly
affected by these uncertainties. On the other hand, ran-
dom uncertainties affect the relative positions ofthe loci.
Random uncertainties include those from the measure-
ment of the mineral compositions and the garnet grain
size. The uncertainties in 7i(0) and s(0) contributed by
the random uncertainties are likely to be much less than
those contributed by the systematic errors, e.g., < I log
unit in ln s(0) and 30 K in fi(O).

The uncertainties in Z.(x) and B cease to be systematic
if several geothermometers and their close relationships
are used. Given the current status of diffusion data for
minerals and geothermometer equations, combining data
from several systems is unlikely to be successful.

Drscussrox
This method is potentially valuable in the study of oro-

genic belts. From a f-s relationship, the relative Ti rela-
tionship can be deduced by integration. For example, the
exponential cooling rate history from one of the simulations
(Fig.7, curve H),

dT- : - : S : e ( l 3 s  0 0 r 7 )
(lT

may be integrated with respect to I and rearranged to give
a time history of

e t3.s

t  :  I o  *  
_ , *  

( e o o l r o  -  e o o t r ) .

in which Zo is the temperature at time, to, i.e., the start
of cooling, which may be the peak metamorphic temper-
ature. If /o can be estimated, for example by radiometric
dating, and estimates of Zo from other petrological con-
straints are available, then the rest of ttre T-t evolution
can be derived from the closure relationships. Natural
thermal histories are likely to have a shape related to the
error function (Carslaw and Jaeger, I 959). However, such
cooling histories can be closely approximated by expo-
nential histories or histories that are linear in Z-'. The
qualitative shape of the Z-l histories may be used to dis-
tinguish among tectonic environments. For example,
cooling rates resulting from erosion-driven environments
increase exponentially with cooling, where cooling rates
resulting from advectively heated processes decrease ex-
ponentially with cooling.
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